Questions And Answers
Request for Resume (RFR) # R95B6400003
Database Management Specialist
1. In the general experience, it asks for 5 years of experience working in an environment of higher
education. Is this a must have?
Ans: Yes

2. The required skills section mention 5 years of Higher Education experience. Is that a firm
requirement? Or would 2-3 years with more than one Higher Education project be sufficient?
Ans: 5 years combination, it can be more than one institution of higher education consulting

3. In the submission requirements, it states to provide proof of SQ L Server 2005, 2008 or 2012,
ITIL and Oracle 10g or 11g Certifications, however those certifications are not listed in the
minimum qualifications. Can you clarify if any of those are required or preferred?
Ans: These are preferences

4. Why is there only 1000 hours committed to the program? Is this a temporary engagement?
Yes: six months initially
5. Is BCCC looking for an ORACLE Certified DBA or a Microsoft Certified DBA?
Ans: Either
6. In the qualifications it states:
a. Provide proof of certification such as Microsoft SQL Server Certification (2005, 2008,
2012) ITIL Certification
b. Oracle Database 10g or 11g Administrator Certified Associate Certification
Generally, a person certified as Oracle DBA will primarily function as Oracle DBA and may have
knowledge of SQL Server, but not SQL Server certified and vice versa. Which one of these certifications
is a MUST have, the other a nice to have?
Ans: a combination
(1) Oracle and SQL certification
(2) Oracle or SQL with relevant experience either in SQL or Oracle

7. Is there and incumbent providing these services now? If so, who is the vendor company and
when is that contract ending?
ans: No – new position
8. What is interview mode (telephone or in person)?
Response: In person on the campus at BCCC.

9. Which technology is most important: SQL or ORACLE?
Response: Both are important. At least five (5) years of experience with setting up and
maintaining database links and integrating SQL Server Databases with other SQL Server and
ORACLE Databases.
10. Will less experience be considered in below skills or 5 years of experience consultant considered
only---5 years?
Below Skill: At least five (5) years of experience working in an environment of Higher Education
Response: Yes
11. Is there and incumbent in place currently performing the DBA Specialist responsibilities?
Response: No.
12. If yes, who is the incumbent?
Response: N/A.
13. Are they permitted to bid to fulfill this solicitation?
Response: N/A
14. Is five (5) years of experience working in an environment of higher education a minimum or
preferred qualification?
Response: Minimum.
15. Is ITIL Certification required?
Response: It is preferred.
16. Is ORACLE Database 10g or 11g Administrator Certified Associate Certification required?
Response: It is preferred.
17. Are any other certifications such as Microsoft SQL Server Certification (2005, 2008, 2012)
required?

Response: It is preferred.

